Smart Axis mounts
Mount your Axis camera anywhere and everywhere.
AXIS T91L61 Wall-and Pole Mount

Versatile connection & mounting

Pre-mounted Ethernet cable comes with an IP66-rated RJ45 connector, allows quick and safe connection to power and data. Suitable for mounting on wall or pole.

RJ45 connection or IDC connection
AXIS T91G61 Wall Mount

Quick connection and room for more

Pre-mounted Ethernet cable comes with an IP66-rated RJ45 connector, allows quick and safe connection to power and data.
AXIS T91H61 Wall Mount
For fixed dome cameras

Easily accommodate PoE devices and media converters in the IP66 compartment.
AXIS T91B47 Pole Mount

For different pole diameters

Strap lengths that suit a wide range of pole diameter between 50-150 mm (2-6 in) or 100-410 mm (4-16 in). Torx TX30 screw interface for safe and easy installation.
AXIS T91D62 Telescopic Parapet Mount

Telescopic flexibility

Industry's first telescopic parapet mount with adjustable arm length. Suitable for mounting on parapet or wall.
AXIS T91B50 Telescopic Ceiling Mount

Outdoor ready with swivel action

Easy to adjust to the perfect length.
±45° swivel action makes it perfect to install under sloped ceilings.

1 m
(3.3 ft)

2 m
(6.6 ft)
AXIS T91B53 Telescopic Ceiling Mount
Affordable and flexible
Adjustable length at 10 cm/4” intervals.

1 m (3.2 ft)  1,8 m (6 ft)
AXIS T91A33 Lighting Track Mount

Perfect for retail environment

Available in black and white to match a broad range of lighting track systems. Quick and flexible installation without drilling or alterations to the interior.
AXIS T94S01L Recessed Mount

Swift and effortless

Sleek, elegant and discreet recessed ceiling installations of indoor Axis fixed domes. Low-profile camera revealed.
AXIS T94P01L Recessed Mount

For indoor and outdoor use

For AXIS M55 PTZ Network Cameras. Suitable for installation in plenum spaces indoors, and in soffits outdoors.
 AXIS T94Q01F Ceiling-and-Column Mount
For Axis fixed box cameras

For sturdy and safe mounting under ceilings, or on columns and parapets.
AXIS T94V01C Dual Camera Mount

Back-to-back installation

Drill fewer holes in walls or ceilings. Compatible with a wide range of Axis fixed box, fixed bullet, and fixed dome cameras.
Check out the Accessory Selector tool today!

www.axis.com/products/accessory-selector